Today’s Supply Chain

Today’s most successful companies recognize that their supply chain organizations are no longer cost management centers. When strategically leveraged, they can be drivers of significant value across the organization. In addition to the positive impact on key performance indicators (KPIs) such as overall cost of goods sold (CGS), product quality, manufacturing yield, and inventory turns, supply chain organizations are now driving global supply sustainability, higher customer satisfaction and, ultimately, increased competitive advantage.

Our History, Your Advantage

For more than a decade, TAKE Supply Chain has delivered innovative solutions that enable organizations to take control of their supply chains for more rapid and more confident decision-making across their evolving supply chain operations and networks.

TAKE Supply Chain helps companies get to better performing supply chains faster and with a lower total cost of ownership. Our "solution-as-a-service" approach delivers a unique combination of software and services designed specifically to roll out and begin delivering value in a very short amount of time. Powerful software helps automate the end-to-end supply chain to improve visibility and control while reducing costs. Our TAKE Forward program delivers initial implementation services and then ongoing expert support for all your internal users and all external trading partners to ensure sustainable trading partner acceptance. Together providing a powerful combination that helps safeguard success, while being packaged affordably to minimize additional costs and surprises, delivering a lower overall cost of ownership.

A Better Supply Chain

Solutions for better performing supply chains through end-to-end visibility, increased data accuracy, global agility, and more confident decision-making.

Highlights

• Powerful, yet affordable tools to support important, cost-sensitive activities around selling to your customers and buying from your suppliers.
• Manage your entire supply chain through a single, easy-to-use console with multiple ways for trading partners to connect.
• Rest easy with powerful workflow and alerts that monitor activities and help ensure they stay on track.
Supply Chain Collaboration

Our supply chain management/collaboration solution connects you to your customers as well as your trading partners for stronger, more visible, and more accurate business interactions and status updates. All activities (sales orders/purchase orders, inbound/outbound fulfillment, and accounts receivable/accounts payable) are managed through a single, easy-to-use system that keeps all data current with back office systems. The modular options allow you to deploy only those areas that are most important to improving your supply chain operations.

Data Collection

Our data collection solution connects warehouse, logistics, sales, and field service staff to your Oracle 11i and R12 EBS system from anywhere for increased real-time inventory accuracy and movement in, across, and out of your organization to your customers.

Work with us for a better supply chain

info_scm@takesolutions.com
800-324-5143
linkedin.com/company/takesupplychain
twitter.com/takesupplychain
youtube.com/takesupplychain

ABOUT TAKE SUPPLY CHAIN

For more than a decade, TAKE Supply Chain has been selected by leading companies across the globe for solutions that deliver increased accuracy, visibility and responsiveness across their supply chains. We offer robust collaboration and data collection solutions that leverage existing and emerging technology to support the increased challenges of expanding global supply chains. Together with our customers, we are regular recipients of supply chain industry awards for technology, value, and innovation.